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 5821 updated on Oct, 30 2014.Train the Dearthan in a new Age to unlock the “Infinite Dearthan” task.If you make it to the
“Infinite Dearthan” task, you will receive a special reward from the Dearthan. Age 1 - After you are released from the dungeon,

you will enter the Age 1 area.First, you must make it to the Age 1 area to receive the Pet Pack for the Dearthan.You will also
receive an Exclusive Pet for your Dearthan.The Pet is Dearthan, a sprite of the Dearthan.To get Dearthan, you will need to get
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all the Normal Reward items (or 1 Event item).You can get all items by going to the New Age Event area.Note: Age 1’s height is
limited to a maximum of 12. Age 2 - There is only 1 location in this Age.At this location, you will need to defeat a boss and
collect a Cracked Orb for the “C’Thulu Knight” task.If you complete this task, you will receive the “C’Thulu Knight” task

reward.Note: You can only do the task if you have a Dearthan on your team. Age 3 - The Bosses for this Age have been moved
to the place where you collect the Cracked Orbs.There will be different tasks available depending on the number of Cracked
Orbs you have collected.If you have completed all the tasks for this Age, you will receive the special “C’Thulu Knight” task

reward.You can do this task by going to the New Age Event area.Note: You can only do the task if you have a Dearthan on your
team. Age 4 - The task you need to do to get the Cracked Orb for this Age is different depending on the amount of Cracked
Orbs you have collected.If you have collected 5 or more Cracked Orbs, you will need to do the task listed below.If you have

collected 3 or 4 Cracked Orbs, you will need to go to the other task list.If you have collected 1 Cracked Orb, you will need to go
to the other task list. Cracked Orb Collection - You can do this task by going to the Normal Area of the New Age Event area.It

will start the task timer.Wait until 82157476af
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